HISTORY WITH A FUTURE
Access and Use of The Bunkers Conservation Reserve due to COVID-19
Preamble
Due to the COVID-19 Virus the way we do things in the future will be different from the
past and as such access and use of The Bunkers for members will be slightly different.
All Members will be responsible for ensuring there own, family and guests hygiene safety
and distancing as required by the Government recommendations and regulations.
The following conditions will apply to all members and there guests until further notice.
 Access to the Reserve must be booked with Secretary in advance to ensure
numbers are not exceeded above Government Regulations.
 Prior to leaving home all of your group need to recount where you have been and
who you have come into contact with in the previous 14 days. If there is any doubt
that you or any of your group may have been exposed to COVID-19 those people
must seek medical advice and cancel there trip.
 During your stay if you or any of your group become unwell follow the cleaning
requirements as follows and immediately depart the reserve and seek medical
advice.
 Numbers of people allowed on the Reserve will be limited to the Government
regulations at the time.
 If staying in the building ensure that a removable cover is used to cover the
mattresses that are being used and taken away when you leave.
 When travelling to the reserve ensure you take the appropriate cleaning products
including disinfectant, dishwashing detergent, hand sanitizer, soap, paper towel
clean teal towels etc and take them with you when you leave.
 Please clean all touch surfaces in the building and amenities regularly with
disinfectant. Such as but not limited to door knobs, light switches, cistern flush
buttons, toilet seats, table tops, benches, sinks, taps etc, and please do a final
clean before leaving.
 Mop, Bucket and brooms are supplied at the reserve.
 Please sweep and mop all floor surfaces in the Davey Hut and amenities prior to
departure.
Ute and other plant
If you use the ute or any of the plant such as trailers, windmill, diesel powered pump etc
please undertake the appropriate hygiene measures as per above.
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